
Abstract of the Webinar
The possibility of seamlessly integrating human sense organs with
device components and circuits consisting of soft electronic materials
on biocompatible substrates offers useful options to monitor-enhance-
augment natural response to various stimuli. It has been observed
generally that polymer surfaces with appropriate mechanical attributes
such as adhesive strength, microtexture and nanotopography, surface
wettability and stiffness are conducive for anchoring neuronal cells.
The electronic characteristics of certain semiconducting and conducting
polymers have also been used for sensing and stimulating neuronal
activity. The optoelectronic properties of these tailored-materials have
recently been utilized in our laboratory as active triggers for neuronal
stimulation. We have pioneered the use of these novel optoelectronic
features of organic semiconductors as an interface to evoke neuronal
signals (from retinal ganglion cells) in a blind retina of a developing
chick-embryo. This possibility of triggering neuronal signals in a blind
retina has opened up a route for utilizing these (intelligent) structures
as a prosthetic element. These promising initial results requires
systematic deeper understanding to enable promising route for vision
restoration targeted in retinitis pigmentosa and macular degeneration.
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